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### 1. Introductions and Goals for This Meeting

Jay Davis welcomed attendees to the 2023 San Francisco Bay Regional Monitoring Program (RMP) Sources Pathways and Loadings Workgroup (SPLWG or WG) annual meeting. He offered guidelines for inclusive conversations as well as the following land acknowledgement.
The San Francisco Estuary Institute (SFEI) and many members of the RMP are on the ancestral territory of the native peoples of the San Francisco Bay, including the numerous villages and tribes of the Ohlone, Patwin, Coast Miwok, and Bay Miwok. We recognize that through a violent history of colonization and dispossession that today as guests, we benefit from living and working on the ancestral homeland of these native people. We wish to show respect to them and their ancestors by acknowledging the injustices inherent in this history, and by affirming their sovereign rights and their current efforts to achieve restorative justice. (Statement developed through the collaborative efforts of the original native peoples of the San Francisco Bay.)

Jay introduced the SPLWG advisors, John Butcher, Hydrologist from Tetra Tech, Tom Jobes, Engineering Scientist (Independent), Robert Budd, Research Scientist from the California Department of Pesticide Regulation, and Steven Corsi, Research Hydrologist and Chemist from the USGS. He then welcomed WG members that included stakeholders, government agencies, consultants, academics, analytical partners, SFEI staff, and others.

He gave a brief overview of the RMP, which focuses on addressing Management Questions. All workgroups are currently updating their Management Questions with an overall goal of updating the RMP’s Multi-Year Workplan.

The goal for the meeting was to prioritize Special Study proposals that in total ask for $400k in funding. Past funding for this workgroup is around $300k, so this WG was tasked with prioritizing and editing proposals. There were two other proposals being presented at this meeting that would not compete for Special Study funding, and the WG was tasked with evaluating them for technical soundness and whether they align with the goals of the WG.

Tom Mumley mentioned that reference to the Contaminants of Emerging Concern (CEC) monitoring project was missing from the agenda. This group has a vested interest in any monitoring. Jay noted that it was covered in a joint session with the Emerging Contaminant Workgroup (ECWG) on April 20th. Tom M. said that as the RMP has invested in modeling, there is a need to do model maintenance. He informed the WG that there is a proposal for model maintenance and any funds going to maintenance will be taken away from Special Studies. Even so, the target funding level of $300k for this WG is still appropriate.

Chris Sommers said that the group should discuss alternate ways to fund model maintenance. Tom M. said the Steering Committee will consider which functions of RMP to designate line item funding that will not compete for annual funding, taking on many considerations.

2. Information: SPLWG Stakeholder Perspectives

Richard Looker, representing the Water Board, and Chris Sommers, representing storm water agencies, gave an update on the regulatory process from the past year. They gave an overarching view of the reasoning behind efforts in this WG, giving context to
the Management Questions to frame the discussion about revisions to those questions this year.

Richard began by saying the challenge in recent years is that we’re in a transition period between legacy contaminants and CECs. There are three broad classifications of pollutants that we are trying to deal with simultaneously: 1) Legacy contaminants, where SPLWG got its start focusing on PCBs and Hg. With those, we knew how stormwater pathways compared to wastewater, and some work was done on the air deposition pathway as well. The focus from the beginning was on finding sources, intercepting pollutants, reducing loads, and determining when water quality standards would be achieved in the Bay. This was a reactive approach as we inherited these already widespread contaminants. 2) With CECs we’re taking a more proactive approach. There’s a challenge with what to focus on and how to prioritize the huge number of CECs. There is a need to determine impairment or threat of impairment, which varies by pollutant. We are in the process of determining true sources and pathways, which are not yet established for all pollutants. 3) The third category is sediment. It’s important to model sediment transport for sediment bound contaminants and sediment itself, which can be both a pollutant and a resource.

The SPLWG Management Questions are over a decade old. They were formulated with legacy contaminants in mind. It’s time to revisit them and make sure they’re robust, flexible and comprehensive to deal with all contaminants of focus for this WG. We need to follow the concepts included in MQs, but need to adjust them.

Chris discussed priority information needs. Around 2002 or 2003, the WG began focusing on PCB and Hg to gather information that would inform a TMDL. A lot of resources have been spent and information gathered over those 20 years. There are still information needs for these legacy contaminants. Advancements have gotten us to the point where we’re managing at the parcel level, knowing which properties or buildings need abatement or controls. The use of materials is being regulated at that fine scale. Modeling efforts are now trying to get better estimates of loading at watershed and regional scales. These results and estimates are now helping inform regulatory decisions and telling us how well we’re managing. We can evaluate where actions are happening, and their effectiveness. We have a lot of information for adaptive implementation of TMDLs.

Data for CECs are at a much less refined, lower resolution scale. We are able to apply knowledge from work on legacy contaminants to monitor and manage CECs. Sources can be a geographic area, and also a material or product in use. It’s important to determine how to regulate them with policy at the state or federal level, and with many environmental agencies. The main focus is on the stormwater pathway, and less on wastewater and air, which are also discussed. We actively try to understand new issues before they become major water quality issues. That has not been the typical approach in managing contaminants, so we are unique in many ways.

Tom Mumley noted that this WG has been primarily focused on urban stormwater. We’ve pushed the envelope with what’s required in permits for municipalities. There is overlap when putting legacy contaminants behind us and transitioning focus to CECs. There is a lot of support from wastewater stakeholders, although they are not here today. We need to figure out the balance between all stakeholders as we continue to push the envelope. We benefit from collaboration from municipalities and the RMP team,
and have gotten more efficient with communications. There is a challenge of how far the RMP goes relative to municipality (funder) responsibility.

Luisa Valiela agreed with Chris and Richard’s summary. She highlighted things the EPA is focused on such as revisiting assumptions for legacy contaminants, for example the air deposition pathway for PCBs, as well as questions surrounding material testing. Jay Davis suggested that the PCB Workgroup is the best forum for technical questions regarding PCBs. Chris proposed to have discussions about trading information, the trajectory of work by municipalities and regulators, and identifying information gaps to better gather or share data. Setenay said she had been coordinating with Richard, Luisa, and Tom M. to have a meeting in the fall with Chris and others.

When asked if the Hg TMDL might be revisited in 2030, Tom Mumley said, “yes.”

3. Information: Strategy and Management Questions Review and Upcoming Update

Jay Davis framed this agenda item. A subgroup (dubbed the Core Group) of the WG that included members from the Water Board, BAMSC, and the Science Advisors had a meeting earlier this year that reached consensus on Management Drivers and began revisions on Management Questions for the SPLWG. The goal at the current meeting was to get a blessing from the entire WG on the new and improved questions.

For context, the Management Drivers inform the Management Questions, and those inform the Strategy. That Strategy helps develop a roadmap of work for the next few years. It will go into the RMP Multi-Year Workplan that encompasses all WGs.

Alicia Gilbreath presented the update. In the past, this WG has been monitoring-focused, but that focus has been downgraded in favor of an integrated modeling & monitoring approach where modeling needs drive monitoring activities. She noted that while the SPLWG has its own set of Management Questions, it is also often in a service role to other WGs.

The group agreed not to explicitly copy the Management Drivers from all the other WGs, but they would be referenced. This is not purely a service WG, but our work is important to support and inform other WGs. The SPLWG is primarily urban tributary focused, and we are the regional experts in that area, but for wastewater and other pathways, expert science advisors may sit in other WGs. It might be good to have clarity about what “pathways” means for our WG.

The group then discussed the revisions to each Management Question.

**MQ1**

Old question: What are the loads or concentrations of Pollutants of Concern (POCs) from small tributaries to the Bay?

**Proposed revision: What are the sources, pathways, and loadings of contaminants and sediment to the Bay?**

Key changes: Similar to the ECWG MQ2, but broadened beyond CECs; adding “sources”; includes all pathways and contaminants and sediment.
Chris Sommers said it was sufficiently broad. Luisa liked the revision, but asked if there was any concern about making the MQ too broad by just saying "contaminants"? Richard Looker didn’t see a downside or risk of it being too broad. The bigger risk is being too narrow. Tom Mumley asked how microplastics would fit in. Are they a contaminant? The word “contaminant” is associated with direct impacts on human health. Based on Water Code definitions, “pollutant” is broader than “contaminant”. Chris agreed that “pollutant” is a better word for this purpose. “Contaminant” has implications for beneficial use, too. Jon Butcher noted that the term “pollutant” has a specific definition in the Clean Water Act that should be considered, but it is still in line with the purpose of this question.

Setenay Bozkurt Frucht noted that sediment is a pollutant under the Water Code. Chris suggested the word “sediment” remain because it can be a pollutant and resource. Rob Budd asked if sediment is too broad, and whether the group is focused on sediment-bound pollutants. Alicia said the group is interested in sediment and deposition and its impacts on the health of the Bay. Including all aspects of sediment would be in support of the Sediment Workgroup. Chris added that they tried to address needs beyond pollutants for broader understanding of ecological health of the bay, although his doesn’t fit with the RMP’s historic contaminant focus. They have worked to make sure the WG thinks about sediment as a resource. Jay added that sediment supply for marsh restoration is of interest in the region and for the RMP. Tom Jobes said he supports keeping sediment as a separate item. He gave an example that on the Florida coast, excess freshwater can be considered a pollutant.

**MQ2**

Old question: Which are the “high-leverage” small tributaries that contribute or potentially contribute most to Bay impairment by POCs?

Proposed revision: Which are the highest priority sources and pathways of contaminants that adversely impact or potentially adversely affect the Bay’s environmental quality?

Key changes: Removes the references to “high-leverage,” “tributaries,” and “impairment.” Adds the term “environmental quality” to be shorthand for water, sediment and biota.

Setenay suggested changing “contaminant” to “pollutant.” All agreed. Alicia asked if sediment needed to be called out. Richard suggested using “pollutants” and having a footnote that explains what that means, and include sediment in that footnote. Clarify that we care about it as a resource. The idea is to reduce wordiness in the Management Question. Tom Mumley said the footnote idea was good. Alicia said in the past “Pollutants of Concern” was thought of only as PCBs, when it also included Hg, so everyone needs to be on the same page when we define “pollutants”.

Tom M. didn’t like the term “highest”, which could ignore other high priorities. He suggested changing that to “high.” Tom M. noted that this question focuses on what causes adverse impacts, so this is not about the beneficial aspect of sediment. Luisa Valiela agreed with Tom M. that “sediment” is not needed here because the premise is related to Bay impairments. She asked if we are trying to keep the Management Question broad for pollutants that are or potentially are impacting the Bay. If that’s the case, it shouldn’t say “highest priority” at all. Or, are we using this to prioritize what we can use funding for when it comes to Bay impairments? Richard responded that there is
management value for getting information for ranking sources, pathways, and loading. How do we rank watersheds? We want to attack areas that have the highest loading with our limited resources. He said there was nothing wrong with mentioning priority here. Managers want information to guide where to start. Luisa thought the old question was better for that purpose. Chris recalled why they went away from the old question. He said the term “leverage” has a management implication, and not only is it a priority, but actions can be taken to address it. For CECs the actions are to be determined. It could be high-priority, but we may not know what to do about it. He was supportive of changing “highest” to “high.”

Chris then said that he thought “environmental quality” was broad, and wondered what that gets at (beneficial uses?). If sediment isn’t being considered as a resource, then we need to focus on pollutant impacts. Richard said that “environmental quality” was a more generic way of dealing with the concept of impairment. There could be situations where we’re dealing with a pollutant without an established impairment, but we could see a trend of worsening environmental quality.

Richard added to Chris’s note on “leverage” versus “priority.” Leverage is a feature of the source or pathway (size, location), and includes the concept of a relationship to beneficial use. For CECs, we don’t know about leverages, and might just be looking at sources. “Priority” can encompass the kinds of work we’ll do for the range of pollutants we’re evaluating. It doesn’t specify beneficial use, but doesn’t preclude that.

Jon Butcher responded to multiple points made above. He said that “highest priority” is redundant. Just say “priority.” He also supported changing “contaminants” to “pollutants.” He noted that the Clean Water Act definition of pollutant explicitly includes sediment. He then asked why we don’t we just say “beneficial uses” because that includes impact on biota, human health and anything else that impairs environmental quality.

Ultimately, the group agreed upon “Which are the priority sources” to begin the question.

Alicia asked the group if they would be okay with replacing “environmental quality” with “beneficial uses.” Richard thought that was okay. He had avoided that because it is a regulatory term.

Don asked if we address sediment in any other Management Questions besides MQ1. He wanted to be sure it was getting due consideration in each question. Jay said sediment will be explained in a footnote. Tom M. said that we’re pushing the envelope of the RMP to take on sources of sediment to the Bay. It is accounted for in the RMP Sediment Workgroup, which has a broader perspective, by design. He didn’t see the RMP taking on efforts to characterize sediment sources. Don suggested that sediment be taken off of MQ1 for consistency.

Lester agreed with Jon and said that brevity and accuracy is important. He was worried about footnotes. Typically, they want to get these all on one screen for presentations. Footnoting might lose information in some modes of communication. Tom M. heeded Lester’s thought, and said he had no interest in seeing that footnote carried into every communication. It will be documented in the write-up.

MQ3
Old question: How are loads or concentrations of POCs from small tributaries changing on a decadal scale?

Proposed revision: Are levels of individual contaminants or contaminant classes changing over time in the sources, pathways and loadings? What factors or management interventions have contributed to the change?

Key changes: Similar to ECWG MQ4, but broadened beyond CECs. Removes “decadal scale” which might not be relevant for all of the pollutants of interest. Adds the concept of management interventions as contributing to change. Broad enough to support a “trends light” approach.

No discussion, all agree on the wording as long as “contaminants” is replaced by “pollutants.”

MQ4

Old question: Old MQ4: Which sources or watershed source areas provide the greatest opportunities for reductions of POCs in urban stormwater runoff? Old MQ5: What are the most effective management actions that can be implemented in the region to address pollutant pathways and sources, and where should they be implemented to have the greatest impact?

Proposed revision: What are the most effective management actions that can be implemented in the region to address pollutant pathways and sources, and where should they be implemented to have the greatest impact?

Key changes: Merged old MQ2, MQ4, and MQ5. Problems noted from old MQs: 1) “Watershed source areas” too narrowly focused on legacy pollutants; 2) “urban stormwater runoff” also too narrow; 3) “opportunity” is a vague term and can be the result of a lot of different underlying reasons. The old MQs can be merged because the best opportunities are identified by projecting out what the interventions might be using various modeling techniques. The old MQ2 is asking for where or which tributary provides the greatest contribution. It can be covered by where to implement in the proposed MQ4.

Chris suggested removing the word “most,” and Tom Mumley agreed.

Tom Jobes noted that the second part of MQ3 seems to overlap MQ4. He asked if the second part of MQ3 needed to be there. Jay said that MQ3 is more about trends and MQ4 is more about forecasting. Alicia said they are linked. Tom J. pointed out the overlap for discussion: Richard said MQ3 has factors or management because there can be non-management factors that contribute to change. The two questions are distinguished by time. All questions are related. There could be activities that fit in one of these questions better than the other, so they’re useful.

Chris suggested that the word “impact” be changed to “benefit.” Jay noted that adverse impact is in MQ2. Seemed to be agreement on “benefit.”

The strategy update outline will be sent out in mid June. Early September will be the next Core Group meeting. Jay welcomed everyone to continue to think of these questions. This was a major step forward. We will take these and run with them, although further refinement is possible.

Tan Zi introduced the progress update on the Watershed Dynamic Model (WDM). This was a brief overview, and a modeling-specific meeting will be held in the summer for more technical discussions. The report for Phase 1 (hydrological model development) and Phase 2 (sediment model development) is out for review. The project is currently in Phase 3, POC model development, focusing on PCB and Hg loading. Those loading estimate results will be completed by the end of 2023. Phase 4 in 2024 will be for model uncertainty analyses.

David Peterson presented updates to the new land use layer used in the WDM. In January 2023, SFEI began processing an interim version of MTC's new land use layer. This is the only update from the ABAG 2005 layer, which has a land use timestamp of roughly 2002. SFEI supplemented areas of the MTC layer with NLCD, TIGER/Line, and other datasets where deemed necessary and identified issues with MTC land use codes.

Land use changes generally met expectations of urban development over the past two decades. Mixed Urban, New Commercial, New Residential, and Old Residential land uses increased in coverage, while Non Urban, Old Commercial, New Industrial, Old Industrial, and Transportation decreased. "Old" land uses are distinguished by parcels with construction dates prior to 1980 or overlap with a 1974 San Francisco urban areas polygon layer. The unexpected increase in Old Residential was attributed to issues with land use codes, and possibly some more accurate mapping. New Residential nearly doubled in coverage, representing urban expansion. The changes in other land uses were small, representing no more than 1-2% of the study area.

Using the updated land use layer and about 1500 sediment and soil samples, the modeling team is working to determine potency factors, or particle concentrations, assigned to land use classes. It is an ongoing effort, but David presented preliminary results that showed deviations from previous assumptions based on the conceptual model for the Regional Watershed Spreadsheet Model (RWSM).

Kyle Stark presented ongoing efforts to optimize potency factors using water samples with known drainage areas. They have tried many different optimization strategies and have the structure in place to adjust as decisions are made. Kyle explained that the steps need to be taken to calibrate the model to predict high concentrations, or hot spots.

Next steps include source area inventory and representation, Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) data collection and effectiveness simulations, and completing a draft report in the winter. Tan proposed that they move forward with the interim MTC land use data rather than wait for MTC to finish their work on an unknown timeline. He also proposed to merge the 2022 and 2023 reports into one.

Tan then briefly introduced the integrated watershed strategy. The WDM gives us watershed loads via tributaries to the Bay, and can soon be linked to the In-Bay transport and fate model in development. This is the beginning of a Core Modeling Framework. For all the workgroups, specific questions can be asked related to their Management Questions. The Core Modeling Framework can be used to answer these questions, using scenarios and ultimately giving feedback about data gaps for monitoring efforts. This is a cyclical strategy.
Opening the discussion, Jon Butcher expressed that the team seems to be on a reasonable path. This is a challenging exercise, but is moving forward well. Tom Jobes said the modeling path looked good. He suggested that they might need to do their own QA/QC on the interim land use data. Rob Budd and Steve Corsi agreed that the approach looked good.

Tom Mumley raised a concern about the extra effort required to model every contaminant in both the particulate and dissolved phases, when the desired end result is total loading. Don responded that it is best to keep the phases separate because we don’t know how CECs behave, and that gives us flexibility and may prove critical in identifying pathways. Jon mentioned that it’s important to simulate both particulate and dissolved phases separately. For particle reactant pollutants, one major source can be storage of such pollutants in streambeds and sludge in pipes, which is not necessarily attributable to current loads but can be remobilized. Lester noted that we do have the RWSM that is capable of modeling total concentrations without separating dissolved and particulate and that might be the chosen model for some pollutants moving forward.

Tom M. then discussed source area analysis. He wanted to be sure we can adjust land use categories where we have knowledge that land use doesn’t match, or where sub-parcel scale source area information exists. What caught his attention was that the Transportation class was comparable to Old Industrial. Not all road surfaces will be like Old Industrial land use. For instance, CalTrans has a particular type of pavement that retains sediment well, and may do the same for PCBs.

David mentioned that an issue with MTC land use was gaps between roads and other parcels, and those Right of Way gaps were grouped into the Transportation class. He suggested a separate meeting to discuss the details.

Chris Sommers agreed we need a separate meeting for this discussion. He provided thoughts on the potency factor analysis. The current method assigns a point to underlying land use and assumes that land use is the contributor to the pollutant sample. It’s not that simple. Samples on a street or near a catch basin could have contributions from neighboring land uses. We need to be more creative than simply overlaying our samples on the land use layer. Transportation is tough because it is not mutually exclusive from all other land uses around it. Other than caulking or expansion joint issues, roadways themselves are not generally sources for PCBs. They are transported by wind, water, or vehicles onto the roadway. This needs further discussion.

Second, the data were collected over a long time period and the current method is not considering time. We should discuss whether old data are the same as new data, and how land use may have changed between sample dates. He also hasn’t seen the new MTC data layer, but they found issues with the ABAG version in the past.

Lastly, in previous models source categories and buffer areas were our best guesses at the time. We now have a lot more data that we should use to support potency factors rather than making predictions of where source areas exist. We can now associate monitoring data with known sources. Then we can model those areas and calibrate those areas. Source areas should be considered as a different land use class. We do need to have a series of meetings to talk through this with the advisors being involved.
Tom M. emphasized that we need to work together to get MTC’s final data, not the interim data. He had reservations about simulating potency factors rather than developing them empirically. As long as there is some sort of validation we can work with that especially if we can make adjustments. Tom M. asked the team to proceed with caution on the Greening Stormwater Infrastructure effectiveness task because available data have a lot of variability.

Jon responded to the source area concerns. Analysis should not simply use the point on a map, but try to characterize the contributing flow area. He also mentioned that roads have a lot of transformers on them so they are sources in some places. Chris said that dirt samples do not have an associated drainage area, so some way of buffering could help get a better representation of what it depicts.

Richard Looker discussed the issue of time in the analysis. Conceptually you are attempting to define the potency factors for a land use category. There is uncertainty with the variability in data and applying those samples to a large study area. There will inevitably be mismatches between the data and land uses. He asked if data could be weighted based on confidence that a sample represents a land use correctly (possibly giving more weight to more recent samples). Kyle said that assigning weights for the importance of individual data points can be done. Chris asked why the analysis can’t use land uses assigned to a time frame close to each sample. Tan said that we only have two data layers for urban land use: ABAG 2005 and the new MTC Interim data.

Luisa asked in the chat: what land use data category would we expect the following to “show up” under? Airports, rr lines, PGE infrastructure. Or expect these land use cover data to not cover these properties per se? Don replied to Luisa, some of these classifications will probably need verification and QC since at a microscale their uses changed for some of them between maps, when there was no/minimal underlying change in function (some areas around Oakland and Hayward airports had odd changes for example).

5. Scientific Update: Stormwater Monitoring Activities

Alicia gave an update on stormwater monitoring activities over that past year. It was a great water year! All samples are at the labs, so we’re waiting on results. Don built off the pre-recorded presentation that the group had access to before the meeting and gave a quick overview of the SFEI Mayfly sampler. Conditions for triggering sampling varied between sites, and they were able to determine the factors involved and adjust the sampler to trigger when needed using different levels of sophistication. Next installments may require different types of deployment to adjust for a wide variety of sample locations around the Bay. Some options include tall installments or floating installments (which could be risky). Something for the WG to consider is whether to do more of the same or try new methods. By trying new methods, there will be more failures to address.

Jay encouraged the group to see the presentations sent out with the agenda package. Chris thanked the stormwater team for the hard work.

6. Summary of Proposed SPLWG Studies for 2024

Presentation 1
Pedro Avellaneda presented the first proposal on integrated modeling and monitoring. The WDM is the center of this proposal. Key questions to be addressed include: What model parameters contribute greatest to model uncertainties? What is the uncertainty of the PCBs and Hg loads estimated from the WDM? What is a suggested monitoring design to reduce uncertainties and support load estimation?

Monitoring would be part of 2024 phase 1, to capture concentration and flow, which is key for model performance evaluation in phase 2. No monitoring would be included in 2025 phase 2. At the end of 2023, under current efforts, we will have the load estimates for PCBs and Hg. At the end of 2025 will have loads estimation considering the monitoring data collected in this proposal, which will account for uncertainty. This will also help address where we should sample and how many storm events are needed.

Tom Mumley asked for more information on monitoring. Pedro said with this proposal, monitoring efforts will sample two storms for three watersheds. Alicia noted that last year a two-year study was proposed, and this covers the second year of that study. Tom M. asked that the background be documented in the proposal. Of those three watersheds, Guadalupe and Walnut Creek are large and mixed land uses with units of interest. Corte Madera is primarily residential. He asked if sampling two storms was adequate. Alicia said Gadalupe was included to extend the temporal series of samples, and the other two for spatial extension of modeling verification. This was a two year study, but two storms at a site aren’t enough. They were proposing two to three years so that two storms each year would result in four to six samples. Richard asked for that explanation to be included in the proposal. Tom M. said this explanation shows that they’ll improve data richness.

Lisa Austin asked if funding for the final phase 1 report was included in the $261k for phase1 and $121k for phase 2. If the final phase 1 report should be in year 2, that would be helpful for budget distribution. Tan said it’s split between year 1 and 2. There’s an option for just one report at the end. The initial intention was to have an annual report, but from a project perspective having one report is better.

Presentation 2
Jennifer Dougherty presented on the proposed pilot study using a detection dog team for source tracing of PCBs in Old Industrial areas of the San Leandro Bay (SLB) watershed. This watershed was selected because monitoring data exist downstream of identified potential source areas. Motivation to locate pcb sources and streamline source tracing efforts.

This study builds from pilot studies conducted in Washington and funded by the Washington State Department of Ecology. The 2016 pilot used Sampson, with Julianne as the handler. Julianne evolved the training when using Jasper, the dog that will be used in this proposed study. Jasper was 95% effective in bench tests, and detected down to 84 ug/Kg. He was highly successful in locating PCB sources, and moderately successful in drainage area mapping.

Jennifer showed videos of Jasper’s work. He was trained to sit when identifying PCBs. He identified PCBs at a stormwater inlet and at the outfall, locating this active outfall less than 10 meters upriver from an unknown PCB hot spot. He detected PCBs in storm drains, underwater, and on a vertical column. Weather conditions need to be considered. Warm and dry conditions are needed. If funded, early release of funds would be
requested to complete work before it rains in the fall. Samples would be taken to verify
Jasper’s work. The project is scalable. Deployment for one week instead of two would
save 22k. The project could reduce the number of samples from 70 to 40 and save $100
per sample (via Aroclor method). The project could also be scaled up by increasing
sample numbers or adding congener method analysis.

Jon Butcher was interested if the Washington Department of Ecology was using the
program in remedial efforts. Jennifer said Seattle Public Utility is using it in two
situations, for identifying unknown sources and when having difficulty identifying specific
contributing areas at known source sites. Tom Mumley said these dogs are used on a
regular basis, and essentially the proof of concept has been proven. This proposed
project would be to validate it in the Bay Area, but seems that it would work here.

Tom M. raised the concern about whether Oakland and Alameda County participate and
take results and put them into action. Lisa Austin noted that the Alameda County Clean
Water Program and the City of Oakland was not notified about this project. They have
collected and provided a lot of street dirt data in this watershed. The San Mateo program
has been thinking about doing a study with the same organization. John Conan at EOA
is taking the lead on that. BAMSC is interested and willing to collaborate, but it requires
a conversation prior to developing a study like this in a local jurisdiction. Chris asked why
the study area was selected and if there is an option to change the location to where
partners are more supportive. Alicia said the SLB watershed was attractive for a number
of reasons but it can be moved to wherever collaborating partners are interested.

Lisa A. said this study could be useful for evaluating representative land use types rather
than specific areas where we know a source exists. That would be a more interesting
question: can a dog be used to identify other areas other than heavy Old Industrial. For
instance, a business park with a lot of broken concrete filled with caulk. We haven’t been
able to evaluate those areas in more detail. Jennifer said Jasper has been used to
detect caulk on buildings in urban centers. Alicia said there are a number of study
opportunities here. They were interested in SLB because the Elmhurst watershed
draining to SLB has elevated levels, but no identified source. Ultimately, collaboration
with stakeholders about location is needed.

Lisa A. asked about the long-term vision for doing this work. Would a team be brought in
from Seattle, or could local dogs be trained? Richard pointed out that it’s been piloted,
and it works. What we don’t know is the scalable factor. How fast can we survey an area
of a certain type? We need a pilot to focus on the operational aspect of this, not to prove
the dog can do it. If successful, we would like to scale up to potentially screen thousands
of acres of Old Industrial area using grant resources to do that. He suggested the group
establish a way to use grant funding to possibly hire this team for a bigger contract.
Alicia said this dog has uniquely been trained for PCBs, and this is an established
program that can train more dogs. Jennifer said in the 2020 pilot study they were able to
cover 16 blocks within 2 hours with prep work that included determining the age of
buildings so they could bypass buildings newer than 1980. The average number is 8-12
blocks per 2 hours and the dog needs a break. The ideal conditions were about 4 hours
of work per day.

Tom said the request for early release is unusual and that it’s very early. The steering
committee doesn’t meet until Aug. 10 and doesn’t adopt a budget until November. The
project couldn’t begin until the third week in August if everything is all set up to fall into place.

**Presentation 3**
Alicia presented a proposal for year 2 of the tidal area remote sampler pilot.

Manual sampling of stormwater has occurred below 34% of Old Industrial land uses. Of the remaining Old Industrial area, about half is tidally influenced. Conditions must be right to sample these areas. This big water year and we had just two opportunities to sample using the current approach, only one of which was safe enough to sample. The SFEI Mayfly remote sampler can fix this problem. The right conditions still need to align, but the remote sampler can help us take advantage of them. The study gathered good information from deployments last year, but $45k remains and would be rolled forward into this proposed study to sample 8 sites, finalize deployment techniques and create a Standard Operating Procedure to hand off to municipalities.

The budget is scalable by dropping from 8 sites to 5. However, this is beta testing so the more sites we deploy in, the more improvements can be made. If we go out to the same types of sites we’ve done, 5 is enough. If we want to tackle different deployment scenarios, 8 sites are needed.

Tom Mumley said that one sample per site seems too low and suggested two samples at four sites. Don said it depends on priorities. Testing is partly focused on the mount dislodging or other damage. In that case, a second event would not be much different unless it varies in size. The study is not focused on getting a representative sample of the watershed, but rather about testing the situations the method can be used.

Chris asked if the variability between sites is of greater importance than the variability between storms. Don said the difference between sites is more important. We know it works in some areas. If there is a failure, we want to try that again to adjust for that failure. This will allow flexibility to move toward more variety. Don said 5 sites were sampled last year, and this would be an additional 8 sites for a sample size of 10-13. However, issues at Belmont Creek might require further testing at that site. It’s a highly energetic system and we may want to try different mounting systems there.

Tom M. asked why analysis of Hg would be needed when this is thinking ahead to CECs. Alicia noted that dropping analysis of samples would save $20k-$25K, but Chris said that every opportunity to take samples should be taken. Don said testing the sampling mechanisms is important because there will be similar challenges with CECs.

**Presentation 4**
Alicia presented a general proposal to purchase remote samplers. This would reduce collection costs, obtain more samples per storm than manual sampling, and shorten the time frame necessary to address management questions requiring stormwater monitoring data, and provide new capacities such as tidal area monitoring.

For CECs it’s important to know if samplers are causing contamination in the samples. Don’s team did some blank testing and we’re waiting on analysis results. There are also container absorption tests happening to see if chemicals are being absorbed by containers. Elements of the budget will depend on which sampler is chosen.
There were three sites included in the project for permanent housing and long-term monitoring. Kelly Moran said that decisions about and selection of the fixed sites would be an element of stormwater CECs approach. And the cost of housing would depend on the type of samplers chosen for each site.

Jay reminded the group that in the closed session they should make a decision of whether this is technically sound and a good use of RMP funds.

**Presentation 5**

Tan Zi presented the general proposal for the WDM maintenance. After this year the model will be fully set up for PCB and Hg load estimation, and the structure will be in place to be used for modeling other pollutants, predict changes associated with control measures, land use or climate change, and other scenarios, as well as provide boundary conditions for the in-Bay dynamic model. Like all other models the WDM needs regular updates and calibration.

The annual maintenance fund can be used on several different tasks. Four regularly scheduled tasks include model simulation extension (annually), model performance evaluation (every 3 years), data updates and calibration (every 5 years), and updates given at a model-specific RMP WDM meeting (annually). Other tasks will be completed as needed. These include capacity building and training, model updates and improvements, outreach and communication (which could include website and data portal development), and technical support and troubleshooting.

This was proposed as an annual fund. The budget appropriation would adjust to needed tasks each year, guided by the Council of Wisdom. Some budget could roll over for tasks that won’t be done each year, so there would be a larger budget available for years with large tasks such as recalibration of the model.

Chris Sommers had logistical questions about how the planning and feedback process will work. Would it involve developing a workplan and then getting budget approved, or developing the workplan after budget approval. Tan said that proposed tasks with the associated budget would be proposed at the beginning of each year, then at the first quarter TRC meeting, it would be reviewed for approval.

Tom Mumley thought the maintenance spending was premature, with development of the model ongoing. $50k in 2024 seemed too early. The Steering Committee will want documentation on the reason for starting in 2024. Conceptually, Tom M. is on board.

Jon Butcher asked if Tan had modified the LSPC code from EPA and Tetra Tech versions? Tan said no, he is using the EPA version. Jon said they may need to pursue some updates to code because it doesn’t run fast, he’s concerned the code is difficult to understand and it doesn’t have good internal documentation. It is important that someone other than Tan knows that code.

Tom Jobes noted that the hydrology and sediment models are complete, and it is worth starting maintenance on those. He asked what would be done in the year 3 reevaluation. Tan said the hope is that every 3 years the model doesn’t need to be recalibrated, but the modeling results would be verified. Every 5 years it is good to think about recalibration. That’s why the proposal has more frequent reevaluation than recalibration.
Jon asked where the update to land use fits into the model maintenance. Tan said that once there is a final release, versions need to be compared to see if there is a big change. If there is substantial change, the model may need to be calibrated. This fund could be a buffer to fund that effort. Lester added that they hope to have land use updated in incremental years, which would be good for modeling, but challenging to fund efforts involved in that process. MTC has discussed frequent updates, but those efforts are unknown.

7. Discussion of Recommended Studies for 2024 - General Q&A, Prioritization

This line item was incorporated into the previous item, but further discussion occurred after a short break.

Tan offered an option for adjusting the budget for the monitoring & modeling proposal. To reduce the $261k first year budget, it could be possible to move some modeling budget for the sensitivity analysis into the second year. Most modeling tasks can happen in the second year. With that change, we could move $40k to the next year for roughly $220k in year one and $160k in year two.

Tom Jobes asked if there is synergy or competition between the tidal sampler deployment pilot and the purchase of remote samplers. Alicia said there is synergy because they involve the same type of sampler. The deployment of tidal remote samplers does not include funding for improvements of the sampler, just testing deployment scenarios. Tom J. asked if it is possible to do one instead of the other Alicia and Don said, yes. They are not reliant on one another. Kelly noted there is no guarantee that the remote sampler will be the SFEI Mayfly. Sampler selection for the CECs monitoring will be made in consultation with the special advisory team for the development of the RMP’s stormwater CECs approach. It will depend on the outcome of sampler blank testing and container adherence testing. We are currently awaiting lab results for these tests. There is a real possibility that we need to use different containers and/or different samplers for at least some CECs families.

Rob Budd asked about the level of effort needed to expand the current modeling and monitoring framework to other chemicals. He asked if the same level of monitoring would be required or if modeling could be done based on physicochemical properties. He was concerned the model is so specific to Hg and PCB that it can’t be applied to other chemicals. Pedro said the work in the proposal is specifically for PCBs and Hg, but expanding to other contaminants is possible and it will depend on different mechanisms involved. For those associated with sediment, this model will work. Tan said the uncertainty analysis in this proposed project will result in uncertainties for PCBs, Hg, flow, and sediment simulations, and the last two will be useful for modeling other contaminants. He said it is yet to be determined if the potency factor method will be used for a given CEC. Once we settle on methodology for simulating CECs, we can discuss leveraging this model for those contaminants.

Steve Corsi said he liked the autosampler proposal. Field testing seems to show that they work in the field. The main question is whether there will be contamination in the sampling process. He asked if the primary concern is contamination or logistical. Don
said there are some logistic concerns. So far this has been tested in small urban watersheds. There are questions of whether we need to go beyond that for things like underground channels. The question of contamination is relevant, but the flow regimes that the sampler can survive also need to be determined. Don was confident that more than half the time deployment will go well, but extreme flows and other scenarios have not been evaluated. Steve asked that if contamination is found, are they open to change materials? Don said they are open to changing almost every component in the sample train. If sample containers are switched to glass, steps need to be taken to protect against breakage, which is feasible. Kelly added that deployment scenarios so far show from the deployment capability perspective, it would work for the CECs program.

8. Closed Session - Decision: Recommendations for 2024 Special Studies Funding

Those involved with the proposed Special Studies left the room while the rest of the WG prioritized projects.

9. Report Out on Recommendations

Chris Sommers reported the results of the closed door session to the entire WG. These recommendations will go to the Technical Review Committee for prioritization of all projects across workgroups, then to the Steering Committee for final funding decisions.

The highest priority was the integrated modeling and monitoring strategy. The group took Tan’s suggestion of moving the sensitivity analysis and reporting into year 2. The second highest rating was the tidal area remote sampler pilot project. The group went back and forth on how many sites to include, but ultimately would like to fund the full site number, but allow the TRC to adjust if needed. Finally, the group decided to recommend funding the PCB detection dog project at $25k, however the project needed better scoping. The scope of the project could shift to work needed in development of a grant proposal to get higher levels of funding. Reasons for this include uncertainty with municipal partnerships, the handler and dog, and whether the pricing for Aroclor samples is correct or if that is the appropriate methodology. The group suggested possibly moving over the proof of concept in the Bay area and taking steps to fully launch the project. If the RMP funds are in the right place, this WG would like to fund development of a more robust proposal.

Regarding the integrated modeling and monitoring proposal, Jay requested more details on the uncertainty analysis and ability to utilize the model for other contaminants. The WG advisors will look at revised proposals before they are sent to the Technical Review Committee.